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Outline:
1) Measures taken in Norway
to increase diversity in physics
2) Statistics
3) Summary of successes
and difficulties
Big THANKS to
AnneMarit Skarsbø U. in Bergen
Ashild Fredriksen U. in Tromsø
got the recent data and most
slides from them.
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My comments here pertain to physics at UiB
did not see it working at UiB, yet ?

Done in the past, now stalled
No more
funds

Done in the past.
But resources Universities have
are small. Research money comes
mostly from the RC.
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The first part works but not gender specific...
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Long term academia stats
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Where are we with students? Totals for Norway's
Phys. Departments.

Percentage of female students
Bachelor fluctuating between 1325%
Percentage on master and PhD level
increased thanks to foreign students.
students
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Permanent faculty at the Universities

Pretty constant in the last ten years.
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Recent numbers with statistical errors ..
(small numbers, big errors..)

Andel kvinner i viten. still. innen fagfeltet fysikk ved de fire store univ. i Norge, 2017
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Difficulties:
➢

Lack of stable financing for all diversity
initiatives

➢

By law all administrative committees need
~40% of women. Since there is at least 4 times
less women than men, they have 4 times more
administrative burden, impacting their research
work. Do not accept to be in a committee unless
you are a chair !

➢

Once there is funding earmarked for women or
foreigners on anybody- the system makes sure
they will get only this funding..
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A bit of history on NorWip, started in 2005

Nordic Network for Women in Physics: started in Bergen in 2005.
www.norwip.org. Funded by NordForsk (until end 2009) and Danish Research Council
One workshop per year, visitors exchange program. Subnetworks:
http://www.kif.nbi.dk/description.html Denmark, active
http://www3.tsl.uu.se/thep/tengblad/WIPS/ Sweden, active
http://www.norskfysikk.no/nfs/ Norway, not active
Finnish network of Women in Physics started as a result of NorWip!
Workshops
www.ift.uib.no/nwip2005 Bergen
http://www.hep.lu.se/norwip2006/ LUND
http://www.mic.dtu.dk/English/Norwip.aspx Denmark, Lingby
http://www.genna.gender.uu.se/Physics/Events/NorWiPGenDA
DA/, 1719th September 2008 in Uppsala, Sweden
Fifth workshop in Helsinki 2628 of August 2009
Professional networking, workplace communication and gender training:
Proposal writing, coping with controls and master techniques, gender in work place,
gender policies in EU workshops: “navigating life”, “dramatic communication”,
“executive negotiations” , “communicative competence”.
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Successes and Difficulties past network experience.
Successes: Women who are already in relatively powerful positions in the
academia learn to know each other across the borders of countries and
Departments, see common problems and solutions, support initiatives.
They become known to junior researchers and students, becoming informal
mentors and role models. Networks do lobbying and they are asked for
opinion by 'authorities' once they decide to put gender equality on the
agenda .
Difficulties: Lack of stable financing, startup and continuation based on busy
female natural science researchers. The startup was often triggered by
a serious problem perceived. Young students and researchers often find
participation stigmatizing they do not want to be seen as 'having a problem'
or 'part of a problem' . On the other hand if the network is institutionalized it
tends to lose grassroots .

